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Abstract. The paper delves into the radiological emergencies consecutive to the hypothetical
use of Radiological Dispersion Devices (RDD) – a new class of paraphernalia believed to make a way
in the arsenal of contemporary terrorism - bearing in particular on the modeling, simulation and
visualization of the physical phenomenology involved, the environmental contamination, health
effects and response measures expected. The value of dedicated software tools in a pro-active,
anticipative preparedness for confronting such disruptive events and mitigate consequences is
emphasized and illustrated using as reference the framework of the international exercise Bab-alMaghrib, November, 2013 convened and held under the aegis of the International Atomic Energy
Agency, IAEA.
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1. INTRODUCTION
While the lethal potential of the radioactivity was, sadly, a late revelation to
the pioneers in the field (Marie Sklodowska Curie, 1934), the notion of deliberately
using radioactive material as a weapon is documented as an extreme – if only
academic – expression of a possible ‘continuation of politics by other means’ [1] in
the years of desperate search for solutions capable of deciding, at all costs, the
winner in the 2nd World War.
A document in the Manhattan Project archives, now in the public domain,
summarizes an analysis by three eminent scientists of the times on the, quote, ‘Use
of Radioactive Materials as Military Weapon’ [2]. The text accurately highlights
several attributes that, if taken in cold blood, could have made the solution an
option on the theater of operations and beyond the frontlines: the efficiency as a
means of extermination (effect/mass ratio); the insidious character (the use cannot
be promptly detected); the irreversibility of the harm done (lack of effective
medical treatment); versatility in terms of deployment; a wide fan of tactical
objectives of election, including the severe impairment of infrastructure and
strategic areas for long periods of time; elimination/incapacitation of personnel;
and devastating psychological effects at mass scale. If ever discussed, the idea was
never effectively contemplated as applicable, and the least implemented.
However, as it happens so often, it lingered around independently as an
almost unavoidable wild thought in the ebullient sci-and-tech community of the
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post-war decades, long enough to eventually meet a new geopolitical environment
and cultural mindset to re-incubate itself, to the extent of currently representing a
clear and present danger.
The Radioactive Dispersion Devices (RDDs) or, popularly, ‘dirty bombs’ –
as these terror paraphernalia came to be recognized nowadays – are rightfully
treated by international laws under the same regime as the chemical weapons and
are, therefore, prohibited. However, the chief flaw of this precautionary provision
is that, predictably, the RDDs will not be used by state-actors mindful of Law and
Ethics, but by the militant entities in the anti-system, asymmetric and hybrid wars
in which these are engaged. In effect, according to analysts, when compared with
the atomic fission weapons, the RDDs are the most likely candidates to be used –
because being by far more affordable both technically and financially, thus
providing the best ‘cost/benefit’ ratio relative to the effects sought by the
perpetrators.
Generally, an RDD consists of a propellant and a ‘payload’ – the radioactive
material intended for dispersal. The latter is a radionuclide, or a mixtures of
radionuclides – fission products in the spent fuel of nuclear reactors, or derived
from radiation sources for industrial or medical use. A reference classification of
nuclides that make possible/probable candidates for use in a ‘dirty bomb’ is given
by International Atomic Energy Agency, (IAEA) Vienna [3]. From a list of over
100 radioactive isotopes nine species were emphasized, with cobalt-60 –
outstanding for accessibility; and caesium-137 along with strontium-90 – for
persistence (long half-lives) and high radiotoxicity.
Most of the candidate-nuclides are, among others, alpha and/or beta-active, a
fact conducive to internal, potentially fatal contamination. The IAEA experts
emphasize three physical quantities of primary relevance in assessing the degree of
danger posed by any uncontrolled use of the nuclear species as listed: (i) a
plausible activity expected in a ‘payload’, in the order of Tera-Becquerels; (ii) the
dose rates expected at 1 meter distance from the source, in the of Sieverts; and (iii)
the short exposure time up to the accumulation of a 1 mSv total effective dose
equivalent – which represents a generally-accepted annual dose limit for irradiation
of a person in the general population from all sources, natural or artificial.
If the procurement of the radioactive material may pose some – yet not
unsurmountable – degree of difficulty, the propellants are extremely affordable and
can involve such common articles as glass bottles or kitchen pots, gasoline, or
thermite-like mixtures available over the counter in hardware shops, in many parts
of the World [4]. One grade of sophistication up, propellants can be swindled from
decommissioned and/or loosely secured post-Cold-War military warehouses. And,
as a side-note, any possible objection regarding the suicidal character of handling
the radioactive materials in such casual manners has become irrelevant, given the
culture of martyrdom lately embraced by the terror hit actors of all ages and
backgrounds.
To the frequently-asked question as to weather or not the uncontrolled
handling of radioactive material is really that dangerous, an event originating in a
tragic combination of professional negligence and innocent public mistake bears
witness in a spectacular manner: the ‘radiological incident’ (official term) at
Goyana, Brazil, September 13, 1987 [5], involving an orphan cobalt-60 medical
source of ca. 7 TBq and lethal doses to persons actually registered of ca. 5 Gray
(500 rem). Following the involuntary irradiation, 249 persons were contaminated.
Of the 151 persons who presented both external and internal contamination 20
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people ended seriously ill and 5 people died. Much in the same note one may
mention the radiological mishap at Lja, Georgia, where three woodcutters have
found two heat-emanating containers filled with 40000 Curies of strontium that
they decided to use as a shack stove, in December, 2001.
And, on the darker side of the matter harboring ill-intended actions against
people and property, an open compilation of several events of notoriety may
include [6]: the buried container of radioactive caesium in a park in Moscow,
Russia, by a group of Chechen rebels, in November, 1995; the stealing of 19 small
tubes of caesium used in the treatment of cervical cancer from a local hospital in
Greensboro, North Carolina, U.S.A., in March, 1998; the container filled with
radioactive materials and attached to an explosive device hidden near a railway line
found in a suburban area 10 miles East of the Chechen capital Grozny, in
December, 1998; a former member of a gang with known connections to terrorist
groups arrested on an airport in Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. on suspicion of planning
to build and detonate a dirty bomb in an American city, in June, 2002; and the
hijacking of a truck transporting a teletherapy source of cobalt-60 (111 TBq) from
a hospital in Tijuana to a waste storage facility, in December, 2013, Mexico City,
Mexico [7].
The sedative thought that, in none of these situations, the malevolent goals
of the perpetrators were not achieved should appear of secondary importance when
compared to the naked fact that such things can indeed happen. In fact, the use of
terror as an assertive motion against the System – any ‘System’ - has moved, over a
time span of only a few years, from the realm of the ‘improbable’ and even
‘unthinkable’ into the real life, entailing an almost daily death toll.
Though hesitantly and sometimes in confusing manners, the awareness on a
complexity exceeding the original blueprint of a renewed and better World Order
and human brotherhood is dawning upon the governance establishment. In
particular, not only the topical substance of the Nuclear Emergency Preparedness
got enhanced, but its very chief paradigm knew a dramatic shift.
As knowledgeable actors voice it now, ‘It’s not a matter of if, it’s a matter of
when’. Such a change, from a reactive towards a pro-active perspective is currently
at the core of reviewed policies of international organizations and forums as well as
of national institutions and bodies in charge with the security of the citizen and the
stability of Society at large (Figure 1). In plain words, the prospect of disasters
indeed happening tends now to be embraced beyond the traditional probabilistic
wavering, having as consequence an enhanced emphasis on informed event
diagnosis, effect prediction and projections on ‘what happens when it happens’,
and anticipated response management.
This, in turn, gives a powerful boost to modeling, simulation and
visualization as essential components of the intellectual effort to prevent the evil
and adequately respond to offenses, of whatever nature and origin. It is in this
context that the paper reports on an exercise to articulate specific physical models,
simulation techniques and visualization solutions into a method and software to
address the Radioactive Dispersion Devices threat in a manner thought meaningful
for analysts, decidents and emergency responders. The essay comes in a steady line
of work by the same authors [8 – 13], chasing risks and vulnerabilities in the
nuclear fuel cycle under the pressure of threats thought long forgotten along with
the Cold War, and yet back with us – with a vengeance.
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Fig.1. Looking around - from a reactive to a pro-active posture
(web graphics used in the compilation gratefully acknowledged).

2. MODELLING RDD EVENTS
The first step taken was to put together a set of terms of reference, based on
the available casuistry and expert opinions. In particular, attention was drawn to a
couple of events that came to be frequently quoted as case studies in urban
terrorism – the Boston incident, April 15, 2013 [14]; and, almost ten years back,
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the Madrid train bombings (‘11-M’), March 11, 2004 [15]. The findings −
summarized in Figure 2, were directly instrumental in defining and articulating the
required features of the RDD event.

Fig. 2. Terms of reference in modelling of RDD events

For the dual taxonomy identified featuring either explosive, or incendiary
RDDs, a business logic reflective to the Physics of the processes involved, on the
one hand, and of the end-targets of the event assessment as recommended in the
terms of reference on the other hand, had to be designed and implemented.
2.1 THE BUSINESS LOGIC
As indicated in Figure 3, the logics would take the analysis from the release
of radioactivity into the environment – the Source Term – to the environmental
dispersion and contamination, to the appropriate radiological assessment via dose
projections, to an event diagnosis expressed via clear-cut countermeasure
recommendations and health effect specifications – if any expected.
The significant differences between the explosive and incendiary
mechanisms of radioactivity release have required that the two paths be addressed
in specific manners. As a result, as indicated in Table 1 the executive levels
‘Source’ and ‘Atmospheric dispersion’ differ, whereas the levels ‘Exposure,
Contamination’, ‘Doses’ and ‘Countermeasures’ are inherently similar in method,
although administratively separated in the software implementation. The level
‘Communication’ is completely shared, via a dedicated web server embedded in the
desktop application.
A summary on the model features is given in Table 1.
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Fig. 3. The business logic of the assessment engine
Table 1
RDD model features

Models Chief Sensitivities
Initial propulsion:
Release Time:
Cloud Rise:
Nuclide:
Meteorology:
Terrain:
Event scale:

RDD-Explosive

RDD-Incendiary

Explosive impulse
≤ 1 sec.
Synchronous puffs

Fire heat pumping
1 sec. to a few minutes
Sequential puffs
Mix
Wind, stability, precipitations
orography, roughness
Near-Field (1 to 10 km +)

2.2 THE IMPLEMENTATION
An operative workflow implementing the business logic above was designed
to cover the road from the constitutive equations of the models involved (see e.g.
Figure 4) to algorithms, executive codes, end-use numbers, information and action
recommendations. Although tightly integrated, the following steps emerge:
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Fig. 4. Elements of general physics of dispersion [16]

The Input (Figure 5 – Preparatory Ops), bringing together:
 initial interrogations concerning the place of the event and its nature
(explosion, fire);
 assumptions about the propellant;
 ad-hoc generation of a georeferenced framework of the event, from
resident resources of the computer system;
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automatic acquisition of the weather forecasting from public web
sources; and
 the creation of a virtual work space consisting of networks (matrices)
and vector data.
The Processing (Core Ops):
 generates spatial data for characteristic quantities of RDD effects dilution factors, airborne activity concentrations, ground depositions,
doses relevant for the adoption of countermeasures, or exceeding
thresholds of potential health effects;
 computes the radioactive cloud rise, according to the event nature
(explosion, or fire);
 automatically determines the area to be monitored and mapped, by
setting appropriate bounds in terms of the activity dispersed over the
territory;
 automatically computes and integrates the territorial distribution of the
airborne time-integrated concentration at ground level; and of the
ground deposition, considering the relief (local differences in elevation
compared with the source) and the meteo forecast (wind, atmospheric
stability, precipitations.
The Output (Conclusive Ops):
 converts the territorial distribution of the time integrated dilution (s/m3)
in the distribution of an adimensional Exposure Indicator, obtained via
a natural logarithmic correlation:
(1)
where DFmin is the minimum value of the dilution factor at the boundary
of the monitoring area and DF(x,y) is the local dilution at the metric
coordinates x and y of the mapped space (to be noted that the dilution
factors are all lower than 1.0, so that the first term in Eq.(1) is always
superior to the others). This would allow a fast comparison of the
territorial grades of exposure in terms of a simple, conventional
quantity, which can be helpful in a preliminary assessment of the event
severity.
The Communications (Results Communication Ops)
 automatically generates Situation Reports (SitReps) in web-publishable
formats (.html, .kml), containing:
 a canvas map of the Exposure isolines over the terrain topography, in
desktop GUI and Google Earth versions;
 web-publishable maps of the exposure and dose data grids and isolines
using public map services like OpenStreetMap [17], Thunderforest
[18], ESRI [19], under Leaflet [20] technology; as well as
 the I/O (input/output) complete data file, with explanatory comments;

opens on request the embedded web server of the software platform,
publishing the results on the Internet.
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Fig. 5. The RDD event assessment workflow.

The workflow as described is served by the architecture presented in Figure
6. It integrates the RDD-specific modules – mphasized on black background – with
the resources − engines and data libraries − shared by all the executive codes in a
more comprehensive software platform under standing development by Team
Environment of IFIN-HH Department of Life and Environmental Physics, the
authors’ employer.
In-house known as Situation Assessment Workshop – SAW (Figure 7) the
platform addresses risks and vulnerabilities in a variety of critical infrastructures,
assests and resources including, apart from the Nuclear, the Hazardous Materials;
the Waters – surface and ground; Land; and the Space – satellites, balistic threats
and Near-Earth objects (NEO), while remaining open to other initiatives and
applications.
3. RESULTS
On the 20 and 21 of November 2013 the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) has conducted the Bab-al-Maghrib ‘dirty bomb’ emergency
simulation exercise. With a 26 hour duration, the operation has mobilized the
centers of emergency response from 57 States and nine international organizations,
medical facilities and public hygiene, security services and the media, called to
assess the response to violent and unplanned discharges of radioactivity into the
atmosphere, as well as the possible effects on local industries and trade, including
the implications for exports and imports of goods.
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Fig. 6. The architecture of the RDD application

The emergency scenario covered two simulated RDD events – in the port of
Tangier Med and at a location in Marrakech Medina, Morocco (Figure 8),
triggering a series of ‘actual’, ‘potential’ and ‘perceived’ implications for the
participating governments and responding organizations [21].
The authors of this paper have retained only elements of the geographical
framework in the Bab-al-Maghrib drill, for the limited purpose to test the
sensitivity of a puff trail model – thought to better fit the constraints and
requirements of the events in question, to the following consequential factors:
 The RDD type: explosive or incendiary.
 The radioactivity propulsion mechanism: explosive impulse or fire heat
pumping.
 The release duration: cca 1 second for an explosive impulse, a few
seconds to a few minutes for incendiary devices.
 The rise mechanism of the radioactive cloud: synchronous puffs
column, or chain of time-sequenced puffs.
 The meteorology of the event: wind – direction and speed; atmospheric
stability; precipitations.
 The terrain – orography configuration, roughness.
 The inherent scale of RDD physical effects: areas with a radius of
hundreds of meters, up to a few kilometers.
 The complexity of the event: single hit, or multiple hits, associated.
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Fig. 7. SAW - an in-house risk and vulnerability assessment IT platform.

A sampling through the results is presented in the sequel. Graphics and
textual material is extracted at runtime directly from the RDD – Radioactive
Dispersion Devices application. A rather uniform format enables a comparison
revealing similarities and differences following from specific release and
dispersion mechanisms of the RDD devices: explosive (Figures 9 and 11) and fire
(Figures 10 and 12), respectively. The format delivers, in sequence: the spatial
representation of the dispersion cloud; the exposure map – cloud footprint on the
ground; the isodose contour map; the dose grid field; and the ‘Event log’
containing the input / output data and informations (Figure 13). An example of the
compound effect of a couple of time-correlated events is given in Figure 14, while
Figure 15 collates fragments from a case-conclusive ‘Situation Report’ (SitRep).
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Fig. 8. Event locations, in the Bab-al-Maghrib emergency simulation exercise.

A summary of the most salient observations follows.
A. Simulation of an explosive RDD event.
 The maximum height of the dispersion cloud directly depends on the
power of the chemical explosion.
 The radioactive clouds behave as columns starting at source as
synchronous vertical rows of puffs; a columnar cloud evolves as a pole
gradually bending downwind (under the wind vertical shear effect) and
having the base in a permanent virtual contact with the ground for as
long as the terrain elevations maintain a zero or positive gradient;
subsequently the column may detach itself from the ground in areas
with negative gradients, and may also get fragmented by the wind. It is
conservatively considered that the clouds cannot penetrate the inversion
lid.
 The cloud footprint starts, practically, at source, which entails high
doses in the explosion epicentral area;
 Off the source cloud footprint shapes would strongly depend on the
atmospheric stability;
 Overall, cloud footprint is responsive to the terrain orography acting
like a ‘long-wave roughness’; the effect is evident in stable (stratified)
atmospheres and appears attenuated in unstable atmospheres featuring
stronger vertical mixing rates.
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Fig. 9. TANGIER – Explosive RDD, single event.
Left – stable atmosphere class E; Right – unstable atmosphere class A
(a) The cloud; (b) Exposure map (cloud footprint);
(c) Isodose map, TEDE [mSv]; (d) Dose field, TEDE [mSv]
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Fig. 10. TANGIER – Incendiary RDD, single event.
Left – stable atmosphere class E; Right – unstable atmosphere class A
(a) The cloud; (b) Exposure map (cloud footprint);
(c) Isodose map, TEDE [mSv]; (d) Dose field, TEDE [mSv]
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Fig. 11. MARRAKESH-MEDINA – Explosive RDD, single event.
Left – stable atmosphere class E; Right – unstable atmosphere class A
(a) The cloud; (b) Exposure map (cloud footprint);
(c) Isodose map, TEDE [mSv]; (d) Dose field, TEDE [mSv]
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Fig. 12. MARRAKESH-MEDINA – Incendiary RDD, single event.
Left – stable atmosphere class E; Right – unstable atmosphere class A
(a) The cloud; (b) Exposure map (cloud footprint);
(c) Isodose map, TEDE [mSv]; (d) Dose field, TEDE [mSv]
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Fig. 13. The ‘Event log’ – Content
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Fig. 14. Multiple correlated events, atmospheric stability class E:
synchronized hits (up) and compilation (down)

B. Simulation of an incendiary RDD event.
 The maximum stabilized height of the dispersion cloud depends on (i)
the thermal power of the fire heat pumping; and (ii) the atmospheric
stability over the dispersion duration;
 The radioactive clouds consist of timed sequences of puffs following
each other; in the source area their trajectory is curved in the vertical
plane, the puff heights incrementing with the horizontal distance from
source; farther from source the cloud evolves into an ellipsoid at a
height determined by the heat content and the atmospheric stability. The
cloud follows the terrain at heights reflecting the difference between the
stabilized elevations of the puff centers and their ground epicenters, but
not lower that 1 meter, and are subject to variations in velocity
according to the wind shear law. Again, it is conservatively considered
that the clouds can not penetrate the inversion lid.
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Since puff diffusion would frequently lag behind puff advection, cloud
footprints may start at some distance from the source, especially in
stable atmospheres; this, however, should not encourage the feeling that
an incendiary RDD may be less threatening an event than an explosive
RDD.
Again, cloud footprint shapes would definitely depend on the
atmospheric stability; and, like with the explosive RDDs,
Cloud footprints are responsive to the terrain orography acting like a
'long-wave roughness', the effect being evident in stable (stratified)
atmospheres and subdued in unstable atmospheres featuring stronger
vertical mixing rates.

Fig. 15. Fragments of a SitRep web page (collated).

4. CONCLUSION
It is common knowledge that modeling the atmospheric dispersion of
pollutants is an exercise fraught with errors, sometimes indecently large (in the
order of tens of per cents), this owing to inevitably ignoring a number of process
variables and also to the uncertainties in input. Although this sobering reality is
somehow accepted (if grudgingly) even by regulatory documents [22], the case of
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RDDs may be less tolerant by virtue of several factors, including: (i) the virtual
impossibility of telling for certain that an explosion or fire of unknown origin is
not carrying away radioactivity; (ii) the near-nil time allowance till a mitigative
intervention becomes imperative; and, not the least, (iii) the almost non-scalable
severity of any RDD event, for all RDD events can only be considered severe in
the highest degree.

Fig. 16. Third party cloud footprint, Bab-al-Maghrib emergency simulation exercise [23].

These being said, although – in spite of all shortcomings – modeling and
simulating RDD events is a valid educational and training endeavor, it is only fair
to issue a number of recommendations to the actors supposed to directly take the
heat – the emergency responders:
 If the origin on an explosion or fire is unknown, assume first that your
Geigers will crack a radiations alert even before you pull them out.
 Postulate a prompt response phase in the order of a few dozen minutes
and dedicate it entirely to taking people out of the cloud path in all
manners possible. To this effect,
 Signal to population from the entire 180 degrees sector downwind from
source to stay indoors, close windows and stop ventilation and air
conditioning.
 For areas away from source (no less that several kilometers downwind),
swiftly executed evacuation on short distances may be considered,
and/or taking shelter in terrain areas shielded from the source by hills or
mountain formations. However, order evac only in case of well-trained
intervention units that can handle crowds properly!
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Use model findings as potentially useful first line indicators, but adapt
‘on the fly’ the response according to the data obtained by effective
field measurements, primarily of the exposure rates (mR/h or mGy/h).
 Modeling or not, remember that complex terrains and an unfavorable
meteorology may result in surprising and even counterintuitive cloud
footprints and consequent exposure!
Based on results as reported, the authors feel confident that seeing RDD
events as puff trail releases and an atmospheric dispersion sensitive to terrain
complexities would make a valid modeling framework that may usefully
complement and overcome shortcomings of the standard Gaussian plumes, still
frequent in part of the regulatory literature (see e.g. [22]). Encouraging this opinion
is the fact that the IAEA ConvEx-3 (Bab-al-Maghrib) Exercise Report [23] offered
a well-deserved visibility to models of higher complexity, capable of delivering
realistic views (Figure 16) of the exposure and contamination resulting from RDD
events.
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